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Fair pay is important to employees and employer brand

5.4x

2x increase in applications to 
Buffer after they made their 
pay fully transparent

Sources: PayScale, 2018; Linkedin Global Talent Trends, 2019

more impactful on 
satisfaction
than pay vs. market



`

Performance

1 2 3 4

20% more employees 
are willing to go the 

extra mile 

Employee Tenure

Reduces number of 
employees actively 
searching for new 

opportunities by 24%

Attracting New 
Talent

Twice as many 
employees will 

recommend their 
organization as a good 

place to work

Improve Pay Gap 
Perceptions

Communicating transparently about pay equity action has a 
positive impact on performance and attracts external talent 

Informed employees 
have a more optimistic 

outlook that better 
reflects reality

Source: Gartner Report - Addressing Pay Equity, 2019
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CASE STUDY

EMPLOYEES 8000

OFFICES 11

HQ OFFICE San Francisco

ABOUT

INTERNAL VALUES

• Radical compensation 
philosophy, rooted in equity 
and fairness

• Pay philosophy should be 
evident throughout your career

• A fair and unbiased 
compensation structure is a 
critical component to drive a 
more inclusive culture
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EMPLOYEES 74,000

STORES 100

HQ OFFICE Seattle

ABOUT

INTERNAL VALUES

• We believe in paying employees 
fairly for the work they do and 
gender representation at all levels

• We’re committed to an inclusive 
environment where we can all be 
ourselves, contribute ideas and do 
our best work

CASE STUDY



It’s never been more critical for leaders to take decisive action to 
create fairer workplaces-- and talk about it effectively



Today’s Discussion Topics:
1. The role of pay equity communication in building 

employer brand

2. Determining where you want to be on the pay 
transparency spectrum

3. Building trust with internal and external audiences

4. Creating lasting impact with accountability 



The role of pay equity communication in 
building employer brand

2. How can you effectively communicate pay equity as part of a broader 
goal of greater fairness in the workplace?

DISCUSSION

1. How can leaders use pay equity actions to communicate their 
corporate values?

3. What type of  actions can exemplify an employer’s commitment to fairness 
beyond pay equity?



Determining where you want to be on the 
pay transparency spectrum

2. What is the link between a transparent pay philosophy and employer 
brand?

DISCUSSION

1. What should be considered when determining the level of 
transparency?

4. What are the risks of not being transparent with your pay standards?

3. What are key considerations when making a public statement about the 
current pay equity status and goals? 



Progressive companies must determine where they intend to 
take their journey along the transparency spectrum

1 2 3 4 5

NO 
TRANSPARENCY

FULL 
TRANSPARENCY

MIDDLE

Only working 
group is aware 
of pay equity 

analysis

Results and 
process are 
shared with 

senior 
leadership

Results and 
process are 

shared with HR 
team and 
managers

Results and 
process are 
shared with 
employees 

Pay equity 
journey is 

shared publicly



The goal should be to communicate the broader pay 
philosophy with full transparency  



Key messages should be defined for each audience and shared in 
channels  where they can engage and ask questions



Building trust with internal and external 
audiences

2. What must be included in your announcement to ensure credibility 
and trust in the results?

DISCUSSION

1. What do employees want to know about how this problem is being 
solved?

3. When should a company publish an announcement to a broader external 
audience? Is it necessary to go to this level of transparency?



Creating lasting impact with 
accountability

2. What is the right cadence for including pay analysis results in 
communication updates?

DISCUSSION

1. How should the pay equity topic be integrated into the broader 
communications calendar on an ongoing basis?

3. What are good tactics to keep the company’s commitment to fair pay top of 
mind outside of the scheduled pay equity analysis cycle?



Three Key Takeaways

Transparent fair pay policies increase 
job satisfaction and attract new talent.

FAIR PAY BOOSTS 
EMPLOYER BRAND

Proactively tell the story or 
employees will fill the void with 

misinformation.

FULL TRANSPARENCY 
SHOULD BE THE GOAL 

INFORMED EMPLOYEES HAVE A 
MORE POSITIVE OUTLOOK ON PAY

PAY COMMUNICATION 
MUST BE ONGOING

MAKE PLANS FOR REAL ACTION AND 
MESSAGE OFTEN

True progress requires sustained 
commitment and accountability 
to delivering solutions that move 

the needle.

CORPORATE VALUES ARE 
DEMONSTRATED BY THE WAY YOU PAY



Don’t miss episode 5 of our Fairness At Work series

Episode 5: Best Practices for Laying a Foundation of Workplace Equity

November 17, 2020 | 9 am PT / 12 pm ET

In this episode of Fairness at Work, Syndio CEO Maria Colacurcio, Rebekah Bastian, CEO of OwnTrail, and Susan 
Alban, Operating Partner at Renegade Partners, discuss the benefits of laying a foundation of workplace fairness 
early and how companies can bridge the gap between their values framework and operationalization.



THANK YOU

To learn more about Syndio, contact us at:  synd.io

www.syndio.com

mailto:info@synd.io

